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Abstract—This paper presents a data-loading technique that
jointly considers the effect of channel estimation and the property
of encoded multimedia data in Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) systems. We observe that OFDM subchannels experience different average bit error rate (BER) due
to channel estimation inaccuracy. The leakage effect in the fast
Fourier transform (FFT)-based channel estimation method or
the model mismatch in the polynomial-based channel estimation
method results in a variation on the decoded BER across different
OFDM subchannels. Thus, we are motivated to design the Priority
Transmission (PT) scheme, which utilizes this BER variation
across different OFDM subchannels and provides unequal error
protection (UEP) for multimedia transmission. In addition, since
OFDM has been adopted in many multimedia transmission standards, we compare the different channel estimation techniques,
which were compared only for generic data transmission before,
in the context of multimedia transmission with the PT scheme. In
particular, we extend the polynomial-based channel estimation
that was previously designed for a decision-directed scenario to
a pilot-symbol-assisted (PSA) channel estimation scenario. Then,
we investigate the channel estimation mean square error (MSE)
and BER performance of individual OFDM subchannels for both
the FFT-based and the polynomial-based channel estimation.
Furthermore, we design the PT scheme that achieves significant
gain in peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of the reconstructed
images for both channel estimation methods. Finally, we compare
different OFDM channel estimation techniques for multimedia
transmission. It is shown that for generic data transmission,
the polynomial-based PSA channel estimation outperforms the
FFT-based method in realistic channel conditions, and both types
of channel estimation have similar performance when using the
proposed PT scheme for multimedia transmission.
Index Terms—Channel estimation, priority transmission,
unequal error protection, leakage effect, wireless multimedia
transmission.
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I. INTRODUCTION

W

IRELESS multimedia services that require high data
rate transmission have become a major driving force
in the development of broadband wireless communications.
Many high-speed wireless transmission standards, such as digital audio broadcasting (DAB) [1], digital video broadcasting
(DVB-T) [2], and broadband wireless LAN (IEEE 802.11a) [3],
adopt Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)
modulation, which is known for its advantages of transforming
frequency-selective fading channels into a set of parallel flat
fading subchannels and eliminating intersymbol interference
(ISI) [4], [5].
In OFDM systems, channel estimation is crucial for coherent
demodulation and has a significant impact on overall performance [6]–[8]. Previous channel estimation techniques mainly
concern the transmission of generic data and focus on reducing
the average estimation errors [6], [7]. Since multimedia data will
contribute a large proportion of the traffic in high-speed wireless
communications, it is important to understand how the channel
estimation can effect the multimedia transmission.
An important class of channel estimation techniques is
pilot-symbol-assisted (PSA) channel estimation, which estimates OFDM channel based on a set of training symbols
inserted into data streams and is suggested by many standards
[2], [3]. Most PSA channel estimation schemes use the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) to reduce noise and estimate the
subchannels that do not transmit training pilots, as in [9] and
[10]. However, the FFT-based channel estimation suffers from
the leakage effect when the delay paths are not separated by
integer multiples of the system sampling period [6]–[8]. The
main consequence of the leakage effect is that the OFDM
subchannels experience nonuniform average estimation error.
As a result, there exists a variation on decoded bit error rate
(BER) across different subchannels. This BER variation is
highly undesirable for generic data transmission because the
worst subchannels dominate the error performance. For the
multimedia transmission, however, we can utilize the leakage
effect to provide unequal error protection (UEP). In particular,
we design a Priority Transmission (PT) scheme that loads
multimedia data to OFDM subchannels according to the importance of the data and the channel estimation error with the
decoding delay constraint [11], [12]. The PT scheme is suitable
for a variety of compressed multimedia data. In this paper,
we use Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT) [13]
encoded images to demonstrate the performance of the PT. We
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show that the PT scheme significantly improves the quality of
the reconstructed images, compared with the schemes that do
not exploit the channel estimation.
Another way to combat the leakage effect is to use polynomial-based channel estimation techniques [14]–[16], which
use polynomial basis functions to replace the exponential
basis functions used in the FFT-based methods. The polynomial-based methods were originally proposed for decision-directed channel estimation schemes and do not suffer from the
leakage effect [15]. In order to fully understand the effects of
the PT scheme on different channel estimation methods, we
develop the polynomial-based PSA channel estimation, where
we observe the variation of BER across subchannels. Therefore, the PT can also be applied to the polynomial-based PSA
methods. Moreover, we show that the FFT-based method is
effective in interpolating the sinusoidal like function, whereas
the polynomial-based method performs well as long as the
channel varies smoothly in one interpolation window.
Previously, channel estimation techniques were compared
for their average BER performance, which makes perfect sense
for the data transmission but not for multimedia. Therefore, the
development of the PT scheme raises an interesting question
on what channel estimation scheme is good for multimedia
transmission. In this paper, we first extend the development
of polynomial-based channel estimation in [16] to the polynomial-based PSA channel estimation. We also show that
the polynomial-based PSA channel estimation outperforms
the FFT-based method for data transmission in most realistic
channel conditions. Moreover, for multimedia transmission,
the polynomial-based PSA channel estimation is superior to
the FFT-based method when PT is not used, and both channel
estimation schemes achieve similar good performance when
the PT scheme is employed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the system description. We develop the polynomial-based PSA channel estimation method and design the
PT scheme based on the derived channel estimation MSE for
individual subchannel in Section III. In Section IV, the PT
scheme is designed for the FFT-based channel estimation. The
polynomial- and the FFT-based channel estimation techniques
are compared in Section V for both generic data and multimedia
transmission. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
In this section, we introduce the transmission systems,
channel model, and the PSA channel estimation for OFDM
systems. In addition, we summarize the properties of the SPIHT
image codec to be used in our simulation.
A. OFDM System
Fig. 1 illustrates a high-level diagram of an OFDM system
[15]. At the transmitter, input signals are arranged into blocks
by a serial-to-parallel (S/P) converter, and the data in each
block are mapped into a set of complex constellation points,
. The mapped data block is
i.e.,
often referred to as an OFDM block. Here, is the total number

Fig. 1. Typical OFDM systems.

of subchannels, and denotes the index of the OFDM blocks.
After signal mapping, the modulation is implemented using
inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT). A cyclic prefix is then
inserted to eliminate inter-symbol-interference (ISI). Finally,
the modulated data block and the cyclic prefix are converted to
an OFDM symbol by a parallel-to-serial (P/S) converter.
At the receiver, the cyclic prefix is discarded, and demodulation is performed by fast Fourier transform (FFT). When
the length of the cyclic prefix is longer than the length of the
channel impulse response, the interference between two consecutive OFDM symbols is eliminated. In this case, the channel
can be viewed as a set of parallel independent subchannels, and
the received signal is represented as
(1)
represents the received signal,
denotes
where
and
are the channel
the transmitted signal, and
frequency response and the additive Gaussian noise, respectively. Here, is the index of subchannels, and is the index of
are modOFDM blocks. The channel noise samples
eled as Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variance
and are assumed to be independent for different ’s or ’s
[7], [16], [17].
In addition, the receiver performs channel estimation and obtains the estimated channel frequency response, which is de. Finally, the receiver produces the estimated
noted by
using a one-tap
transmitted signal, which is denoted by
equalizer as
(2)

B. Channel Model
In mobile wireless communication systems, signal transmission suffers from various impairments such as frequency-selective fading due to multipath delay [18]. As in [18] and [19], the
complex baseband representation of wireless channel impulse
response is expressed as
(3)
and are the gain and the delay of the th path, rewhere
is modeled
spectively. In Rayleigh fading, the sequence
as zero-mean circular symmetric complex Gaussian random
and is assumed to be independent for
variable with variance
different paths [18], [19].
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The channel frequency responses of OFDM subchannels can
be approximated by the samples of the continuous channel frequency response [7], that is

(4)
is the duration of an OFDM symbol,
where
is the bandwidth of each subchannel, and
is the total bandwidth. This approximation does not consider the effect of the
smoothing filter at the transmitter and the front-end filter at the
receiver.
The correlation function of the channel frequency response is
usually simplified as the multiplication of time correlation and
frequency correlation [7], [10], i.e.,
(5)
where the frequency correlation

can be expressed as
(6)

Based on Jakes’ model [20], the time correlation
expressed as

can be

(7)
is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind,
where
is the Doppler frequency calculated from
and
vehicle speed , carrier frequency , and the speed of light .
C. Overview of Pilot-Symbol-Assisted (PSA)
Channel Estimation
In PSA channel estimation, a set of predefined pilot symbols
is inserted into the data streams to assist the channel estimation
process [10], [17], [21], [22]. Let and denote the locations
of the subchannels and the OFDM blocks, respectively, where
the pilot symbols are transmitted. The PSA channel estimation
usually consists of two steps. First, the receiver estimates the
channel frequency response at the pilot locations as
(8)
where
is the noise term,
and
is often referred to as the temporal estimate.
Second, the channel responses of all subchannels are calculated
from the temporal estimates through interpolation or filtering
[10], [22]. The interpolation is typically applied both across
subchannels in one OFDM block and across different OFDM
blocks [9]. In this paper, we denote the pilot spacing along
, respecdifferent subchannels and OFDM blocks as and
tively. For instance, the pilot configuration shown in Fig. 2
and
.
corresponds to

Fig. 2.

Example of pilot symbol configuration.

D. Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT)
SPIHT [13] is a wavelet-based image compression technique
that uses set partitioning hierarchical trees encoding. In SPIHT,
the wavelet coefficients of the image are encoded using bit
planes, and two passes are performed on each bit-plane. The
first pass is the sorting pass, which determines the sign values
and implicit location information of significant wavelet coefficients. The second pass is the refinement pass, which refines
bit values of the significant coefficients [13]. Several important
properties of SPIHT are summarized as follows: First, the
SPIHT has a good rate-distortion performance for still images
with comparatively low complexity. Second, it is scalable or
completely embeddable, that is, the decoding algorithm can
be stopped at any received bit. This scalable property is very
suitable for image transmission. The transmitted image can be
decoded until the first irrecoverable error occurs. The more bits
that are received, the better quality the reconstructed image will
have. Third, the encoded SPIHT bitstreams have the property
that the later encoded bits are approximately less important
than the earlier encoded bits. Due to this property, several
unequal error protection (UEP) schemes [23], [24] based on
forward error correcting (FEC) codes have been proposed.
Those approaches generally apply stronger FEC codes to the
more important portions of the SPIHT bitstreams. The method
proposed in this paper utilizes this property in a different way.
Instead of applying the stronger FEC to the more important
bitstream, the PT scheme utilizes the best channel within the
acceptable delay to transmit the most important data.

III. PRIORITY TRANSMISSION FOR POLYNOMIAL-BASED
CHANNEL ESTIMATION
Due to the advantages of the PSA methods in the fast fading
environment, we first extend the derivation in [16] and develop
the polynomial-based PSA channel estimation scheme. We
derive the channel estimation MSE and the decoded BER for
different OFDM subchannels, and finally, we propose the PT
scheme to improve the reliability of multimedia transmission
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in OFDM systems using polynomial-based PSA channel estimation.

polynomial coefficients from the temporal estimation, it is necequations in (10).
essary to have at least
, and
.
That is,
Equation (10) can also be written in matrix format. Let
denote the element on the th row and the th column of matrix
. We define the following matrices as

A. PSA Polynomial Channel Estimation:
Algorithm Description
A time-varying wireless channel response can be approximated by a set of piecewise polynomial basis functions [25]. Let
denote the th subchannel in the th OFDM block. In a
time-frequency window that has dimension
and is centered at
, the channel frequency response can
be expressed as [15], [25]

with size

and

with size

and

with size

and

with size
for

and
(9)

and
are the orders of the polynomial basis
where
are
at frequency and time domain, respectively,
are the model
the polynomial coefficients, and
errors. When the model errors are small (negligible), the
channel can be fully described by the polynomial coefficients
. Thus, the task of channel estimation is to obtain
from temporal estimation
and estimate
through the two-dimensional (2-D) polynomial interpolation, as in (9).
In the following, we describe the polynomial-based PSA
channel estimation with rectangular pilot symbol arrangement, as shown in Fig. 2. Without loss generality, we
focus on the channel responses in the window that has
and is centered at
. This
size
window locates at the top-left corner of the pilot arrangement
pattern in Fig. 2. The number of pilot symbols inside this
, where
window are
and
. Recall that
and
denote the pilot spacing at the frequency and time domain,
respectively. In addition, these pilot symbols are located at
, where
and
positions
.
Using (9), the temporal estimate within this approximation
window can be represented as

and

with size

and

We can show that (10) is equivalent to
(11)
Let vec
denote the vector whose elements are taken
column-wise from matrix , and let denote the Kronecker
product. The Kronecker product has the following property
[26]:
vec

vec

(12)

Using this property, (11) can be written as
(13)
where

vec

vec
, and
.
contains the temporal estimates of the
In (13),
channel parameters that are obtained from training pilots
contains the polynomial coefficients to be
using (8),
is the error term. Therefore, the least
estimated, and
square solution of the polynomial coefficients, which is denoted
, is calculated as
by
vec

(14)

for

and
(10)

is the center of the approximation
where
are noisy
window. Since the temporal estimates
samples of the true channel frequency response, the residue term
includes the model error as well as the
unknown
noise. In order to determine

where
denotes the pseudo-inverse of matrix .
The next step is to compute the channel frequency response
of all subchannels from the estimated polynomial coefficients.
In the approximation window, the estimated channel paramematrix
,
ters are represented by a
and
. In addition, we denote
vec
and define matrices
with size
with size

and
and
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profiles have six paths. The average path power and delay for
,
the TU delay profile are
s
s
s
s and
s ,
and
and the average path power and delay for the HT delay
and
profile are
s
s
s
s
s .

(17)
B. Channel Estimation Error and Decoding BER
Here, (15) is based on (9), (16) is derived from (14) and (15),
and (17) is obtained using the properties of Kronecker product
and
[26].
Using (12) and (17), we can show that
(18)
From an implementation point of view, the terms
and
can be computed off-line. Thus, the channel
responses in one approximation window can be obtained from
the temporal estimation by i) a multiplication of a
matrix and an
matrix and ii) a multiplication
matrix and an
maof a
trix. Based on the above discussion, the polynomial-based PSA
channel estimation can be performed using the following procedures.
Off-line Computation:
1) Determine the degrees of polynomial basis functions
and the window size
based on the
training pattern and the channel conditions.
2) Calculate
and
.
On-line Computation:
consec1) Compute the temporal estimation in
utive OFDM blocks.
2) Slide the approximation windows over these total
subchannels, such that all subchannels are
covered by at least one window. Then, compute the
channel parameters in each window from the temporal
estimation based on (18). Note that the matrix indexes
should be adjusted according to the window centers
when using (18).
The parameters in polynomial-based PSA channel estimation, including pilot spacing, polynomial degree, and window
size, should be chosen to minimize the channel estimation
error for given channel conditions. Unfortunately, there is no
closed-form solution for such an optimization problem. In
[15], the optimal parameters for decision-directed methods
were obtained using exhaustive search for a given channel
correlation function. In this paper, we choose the parameters
, and
.
as
Thus, the approximation window size only depends on the pilot
. We obtain these
spacing, as
parameters by performing simulations over a broad range of
channel conditions, and they demonstrate good performance
in most channels. In particular, we performed simulation for
Typical Urban (TU) and Hilly Terrain (HT) delay profiles
[19], [27] for Doppler frequency from 40 to 200 Hz and for
channel SNR from 5 dB to 40 dB. Here, Both of the delay

Instead of finding the channel estimation error averaged
over all subchannels, we are more interested in calculating
the channel estimation error of individual subchannel. Let
denote the mean square channel estimation
MSE
error of the th subchannel in the th OFDM block, i.e.,
.
MSE
Then, the MSE channel estimation of all subchannels in one
estimation window can be described by a
vector as
MSE

MSE
MSE

MSE
MSE

(19)

and
represent
Similar to Section III-A, matrices
the true and estimated channel responses in one approximation
window, respectively. Both matrices have size
. For the window centered at
, and
. The vector representations of these two matrices are
vec
and
vec
. Thus, (19)
is equivalent to
diag
(20)
From (16) and (20), we obtain
diag

(21)
Using the channel delay profile, Doppler frequency, and channel
SNR, the channel estimation error can be calculated.
For M-QAM modulation, the effect of channel estimation on
the BER has been discussed in [28] and [29]. Particularly, [29]
gave the close form expression of the BER in OFDM systems
with imperfect channel estimation. Using the results in [29] and
(21), we calculate the BER of different OFDM subchannels.
Fig. 3(a) shows the mean square channel estimation error calculated from (21) for the typical urban (TU) delay profile [19],
[27] with Doppler frequency 200 Hz and channel SNR 30 dB.
is used. This implies that the
The pilot spacing
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Fig. 3. Channel estimation MSE and decoding BER when using
polynomial-based channel estimation. (a) Channel estimation MSE, TU-200,
SNR = 30 dB. (b) BER, TU-200, SNR = 30 dB, QAM16.

approximation window size is 13 by 13, as discussed in Section III-A. From Fig. 3(a), we can see that the channel estimation
error varies significantly for different subchannels and OFDM
blocks. In addition, the corresponding BER for using 16-QAM
modulation is shown in Fig. 3(b). It is clear that the subchannels
that have larger channel estimation error experience higher decoding BER.
C. Priority Transmission Design for 2-D Polynomial
Channel Estimation
In the previous section, we have seen that there exists significant BER variation across different OFDM subchannels due to
channel estimation inaccuracy. For multimedia data transmission, we can utilize this property to provide unequal error protection (UEP). In this section, we design the priority transmission (PT) scheme, which rearranges multimedia data in OFDM
subchannels by jointly considering the effects of channel estimation and the importance of multimedia data. In particular, the
PT scheme is applied in the following four steps.
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Step 1) Calculate mean square channel estimation error in
one approximation window, based on channel estimation parameters
and the channel correlation matrix. Here, the
channel correlation can be obtained through feedback from the receivers.
OFDM
Step 2) Sort all subchannels within
blocks in the increasing order of BER. Here,
is
the PT delay parameter and should be determined
such that the maximum decoding delay allowed at
the receiver is less than the time used to transmit
consecutive OFDM blocks.
Step 3) Rearrange the encoded multimedia bitstream in the
decreasing order of importance.
Step 4) Match the rearranged multimedia data with the
sorted subchannels such that higher importance of
the multimedia data are transmitted over the subchannels with lower BER.
The total decoding delay at the receiver depends on the paas well as the approximation window size. Since
rameter
the receiver must receive all the pilot symbols in one approximation window before performing channel estimation, the deOFDM
coding delay caused by channel estimation is
blocks. By applying PT, the receiver must obtain
consecutive OFDM blocks before rearranging the received data
back into their original order. Thus, the decoding delay of the
OFDM system with polynomial-based PSA channel estimation
OFDM blocks. We note that the perand PT is
formance of the PT depends on the delay parameters . When
larger delay parameter is allowed, the PT scheme will have
more flexibility in arranging the transmission order of data and
will achieve better quality in reconstructed multimedia.
For multimedia transmission, UEP can also be achieved by
applying forward error correction (FEC) codes with different
rates to different portions of multimedia data stream. Compared
to FEC-based UEP methods, such as those in [23] and [24], the
PT scheme has the advantage of not introducing additional redundancy. Furthermore, the PT scheme can work together with
FEC-based methods when both the BER variation of channel
estimation and the importance of multimedia data are taken into
consideration for choosing the channel coding rates.
D. PT Scheme Based on Polynomial Channel Estimation:
Simulation Results
We simulate image transmission in an OFDM system with
the following parameters to demonstrate the performance of the
PT scheme. The transmitted data is a 512 by 512 Lena image,
which is compressed to 0.5 bit/pixel using SPIHT [13]. The
compressed bitstream is packetized into 128 bit long packets.
Each packet is appended with a 16-bit CRC code [30], [31] and
code,
then encoded using the shortened systematic RS
in GF
[2].
which is obtained by shortening RS
The encoded data are transmitted in an OFDM system, where
the entire channel bandwidth is 800 kHz, with 128 subchannels.
In each OFDM block, four boundary subchannels at each end
are used as guard tones [10], and the remaining 120 subchannels are used to transmit data. To eliminate ISI, a 32 symbol
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long cyclic prefix is inserted in each OFDM block [7]. All subchannels use QAM16 modulation. Rectangular pilot configurais used in the TU delay profile, and
tion with
is used in the HT delay profile. At the receiver,
error check is performed based on the CRC-16 code after RS decoding. If there are irrecoverable errors in a packet, this packet
is dropped. The first dropped packet stops the SPIHT decoder.
We employ the peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of the reconstructed image as our performance measure. The PSNR is defined as
PSNR

MSE

dB

(22)

where MSE denotes the mean-square-error of the reconstructed
image.
Three transmission strategies are compared. The first
scheme, which is referred to as the Interleaving 1, transmits the encoded bitstream according to the following order:

, where is the index of OFDM
subchannels, and denotes the index of OFDM blocks. We
, the Interleaving 1 becomes the regular
note that when
transmission that transmits the encoded image block by block
according to the order
. The second scheme,
which is referred to as the Interleaving 2, transmits data
according to the order

. When
, the Interleaving 2 scheme transmits according to order
.
The third scheme is the PT scheme, which rearranges the transmission order of the multimedia data within
OFDM blocks according to channel estimation errors. In the
simulations, we assume the perfect estimation of channel
correlation matrix (Step 1) in the PT scheme.
Fig. 4 shows the average PSNR of reconstructed images in
three transmission schemes. Fig. 4(a) and (b) are for the TU
and HT delay profiles, respectively, with the maximum Doppler
frequency 200 Hz. The results are obtained by averaging 300
transmissions of Lena image for different fading and additive
noise realizations. One can observe that the PT scheme performs
better or at least as well as the regular transmission (Interleave
) and Interleave 2 with
. Moreover, the perfor1,
mance gain of the PT scheme is larger when the delay parameter
is larger. This is due to the fact that there are effectively larger
number of good OFDM subchannels to transmit the more important SPIHT bitstreams when the delay parameter is larger.
Compared with the Interleave 1 and Interleave 2 schemes, the
PT scheme achieves about a 4- and 8-dB gain in reconstructed
and the channel SNR
PSNR when the delay parameter
is equal to 21 dB in TU delay profile with 200-Hz doppler frequency. With the same delay parameter , all the three transmis-

Fig. 4. Comparison of the three transmission schemes using polynomial-based
channel estimation. (a) TU delay profile (f = 200 Hz, I = K = 4). (b)
HT delay profile (f = 200 Hz, I = 2; K = 4).

Fig. 5. PSNR of individual reconstructed images of the three transmission
schemes using polynomial channel estimation.

sion schemes have similar interleaving benefit. Thus, the gain
of the PT scheme is mainly from allocating the more impor-
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Fig. 6.

FFT-based channel estimation scheme.

tant data to subchannels experiencing lower channel estimation
error. Fig. 5 shows the PSNR of individual reconstructed images. Here, the Doppler frequency is 200 Hz, and both TU and
HT delay profiles are studied. When using the PT, the PSNR
of the reconstructed images at different time instances does not
change much, whereas two other transmission schemes do not
have this advantage. Obviously, the PT scheme provides better
and smoother performance over time.

IV. PRIORITY TRANSMISSION BASED ON
FFT-BASED CHANNEL ESTIMATION
The FFT-based channel estimation has been well studied for
both the decision-directed [7], [8] and PSA scenarios [9], [10],
[17], [22]. In this section, we design the PT scheme for the
FFT-based PSA channel estimation. As discussed in Section III,
the crucial idea behind the PT scheme is to evaluate the error
performance of individual OFDM subchannels and to load multimedia data according to the quality of the subchannels. Thus,
we first briefly summarize the FFT-based channel estimation algorithm and design the PT scheme to improve the reliability of
multimedia transmission.
A. FFT-Based Channel Estimation: Algorithm Description
The structure of FFT-based channel estimation in [7] and [9]
is obtained from the
is illustrated in Fig. 6. The input
temporal estimation as

Fig. 7. Channel estimation MSE and decoding BER when using FFT-based
channel estimation. (a) MSE TU-200, SNR = 30 dB, QAM16. (b) BER
TU-200, SNR = 30 dB, QAM16.

B. FFT-Based Channel Estimation: Channel
Estimation Error and BER
when
otherwise

are pilot positions

The first
outputs of the IFFT, representing low-frequency
components, are interpolated by the interpolation filters, which
. Here,
is computed as
are denoted by
[7], where
is the total channel bandwidth,
is the maximum delay spread. In [9], the Lagrange
and
interpolators are chosen. The rest of the high-frequency components after IFFT are set to zeros. The estimated channel pa, are obtained after the
rameters, which are denoted by
FFT operation. In this channel estimation scheme, the frequency
domain interpolation is performed through IFFT-FFT filtering,
whereas the time domain interpolation is performed by the Lagrange interpolators. Consequently, the channel responses for
all subchannels are estimated.

FFT-based PSA channel estimation can be applied on a
variety of pilot patterns. For the purpose of fair comparison
between FFT-based and polynomial-based methods in later
sections, we demonstrate the performance of the FFT-based
methods using the rectangular training pattern. Without
loss of generality, we consider the channel estimation in
consecutive OFDM blocks, which have indexes
. Here,
is the degree of the
Lagrange interpolation.
Given the channel correlation functions [as in (5)–(7)], the
channel estimation MSE can be calculated in a similar way as
that in Section III-B, which is omitted in this paper. Fig. 7(a)
shows the channel estimation mean square error for the TU
delay profile with Doppler frequency 200 Hz and channel SNR
, and
30 dB. The pilot spacing is chosen as
is chosen to be 3. We observe that there exists a significant
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variation in channel estimation errors along different OFDM
subchannels, which is often referred to as the leakage effect
[6]–[8], [17]. The leakage effect occurs when the delay paths
are not all integer multiples of the system sampling period
[6], [7], [17]. Since it is not realistic for all delay paths to be exactly integer multiples of the sampling period, the leakage effect
always causes performance degradation in FFT-based channel
estimation. In Fig. 7(b), the decoding BER of subchannels in
one OFDM block calculated from the estimation MSE using
the results in [29] is shown for different channel SNR in the
TU delay profile with Doppler frequency 200 Hz. One can see
that the leakage effect will not diminish, even when channel
SNR is high. Compared to the error variation in the polynomialbased methods (see Fig. 3), the error variation in the FFT-based
methods is larger. This leakage effect is difficult to eliminate and
is typically remedied by discarding a large number of boundary
subchannels [17] or performing adaptive bit/power loading [32]
that requires high computational complexity. In this work, we
utilize this property to provide unequal error protection (UEP)
for multimedia transmission.
C. Priority Transmission Design for FFT-Based Channel
Estimator
Similar to Section III, the priority transmission utilizes the
variation of BER and provides UEP for multimedia data. The
procedure of the PT is the same as that in Section III-C with
some slight modifications in the first step. In the first step of
the PT with the FFT-based channel estimation, the channel estimation MSE is calculated based on pilot spacing, Doppler frequency, maximum path delay, total bandwidth, and degree of
Lagrange interpolation. The decoding delay introduced by the
FFT-based channel estimation is
OFDM blocks,
and that of the PT is
OFDM blocks. Thus, the
. The parameter can
total decoding delay is
be adjusted to provide the tradeoff between the decoding delay
and the quality of reconstructed multimedia.
D. PT Scheme Based on FFT-Based Channel Estimation:
Simulation Results
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the PT for
FFT-based channel estimation through simulations. The performance of the PT in both FFT-based and polynomial-based
methods will be compared in Section V. Similar to Section III-D,
three transmission schemes will be compared. They are the Interleave 1, Interleave 2, and PT scheme. All other simulation
parameters are the same as those in Section III-D. Fig. 8 shows
the simulation results for various decoding delay and channel
SNR. Fig. 8(a) is for the TU delay profile, and Fig. 8(b) is for
the HT delay profile. Compared with the methods that do not utilize the channel estimation property, the PT scheme can significantly improve the PSNR of the reconstructed images in moderate and high channel SNR regions, where most practical wireless systems operate. For example, the PT scheme outperforms
in TU-200 by
the Interleave 1 and Interleave 2 with
1 and 2 dB in PSNR of the reconstructed image when channel
SNR equals to 21 dB. The performance gain of the PT scheme
is more pronounced when the delay parameter is larger. That
is, the PT scheme achieves 11 and 9 dB higher in the PSNR

Fig. 8. Comparison between the three transmission schemes for various
wireless channel conditions and decoding delay. (a) TU delay profile
f = 200 Hz. (b) HT delay profile f = 200 Hz.

of the reconstructed image when it is compared with Interleave
, and channel SNR equals 21
1 and Interleave 2 with
dB. The reason for this higher performance gain is that the PT
scheme effectively has larger number of good subchannels to
transmit more important multimedia data. The PSNR of individual reconstructed images are shown in Fig. 9 for the Inter. When using
leave 1, Interleave 2, and PT scheme for
the Interleave 1 and Interleave 2 schemes, the quality of the subchannels that transmits the more important bits of the SPIHT
bitstream is quite random. Thus, the quality of individual received images changes rapidly. When using the PT, the data is
allocated according to the importance of data and the quality of
the subchannels. In this case, the transmission of each image experiences similar channel conditions, and smooth quality of the
reconstructed images is achieved.
We also simulate the case when using the shifted-pilot
configuration, that is, the pilots are placed on subchannels
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Fig. 9. PSNR of individual reconstructed images of three transmission
schemes.

in the 0th OFDM block, and they are placed
in the
th OFDM
on subchannels
block. We note that this shifted pilot has been used in several
practical transmission standards such as DAB [1] and DVB
[2]. The performance of the PT scheme is shown in Fig. 10.
Similar to the rectangular pilot case, the PT scheme always
achieves higher performance compared with the schemes that
do not utilize the channel estimation error property. We note
that the calculation of channel estimation MSE and subchannel
reordering in PT for the shifted pilot takes the pilot pattern
into consideration. Within the acceptable delay, the PT scheme
tries to match the characteristic of multimedia to the OFDM
channel by allocating the more important multimedia data onto
the better subchannels.
Comparing Figs. 8(a) and 10(a) [correspondingly Figs. 8(b)
and 10(b)], we observe that the performance of the PT scheme
in the shifted pilot is slightly better or almost the same as the one
without shifted pilot. For the Interleave 1 and 2 schemes, their
performances are comparable when the delay parameter is one;
however, they become worse when the Delay parameter is large.
This can be explained as follows. The interleave 1 and 2 schemes
with delay parameter virtually fill the near boundary OFDM
subchannel with the more important data while expecting some
interleaving benefit. When using with the shifted pilot, both
of the schemes are more likely to use bad subchannels near
the OFDM block boundaries. Therefore, the resulting performances are worse than the ones without shifted pilot. This effect can be compensated by discarding more boundaries subchannels, as demonstrated below. We simulate the same condition for TU-200 case, except that eight boundary subchannels
at each end of one OFDM block are used as guard tone, and the
remaining 112 subchannels are used for transmitting the multimedia data. The resulting performance comparisons are shown
in Fig. 11. It is clear from the figure that interleaving schemes
with delay perform better than without delay case. However,
the larger the number of subchannels are discarded, the more

Fig. 10. Comparison between the three transmission schemes for shifted pilot
pattern in various wireless channel conditions and decoding delay. (a) TU delay
profile f = 200 Hz. (b) HT delay profile f = 200 Hz.

OFDM blocks should be used for transmitting an image. Similar to the previous scenario, the PT scheme in this case also
performs much better compared with the one where the guard
tone is four. This is because the worse channels have been discarded. In all simulations, the PT scheme provides significant
gain over the one that does not exploit the channel estimation
property.
V. COMPARISON BETWEEN FFT-BASED METHOD AND
POLYNOMIAL-BASED METHOD
The FFT- and polynomial-based channel estimation methods
have been compared for data transmission in decision-directed
scenario [15], [16]. Since we have developed the polynomial-based PSA channel estimation, we can compare the FFTand polynomial-based channel estimation in the PSA scenario.
In this section, we will first compare these two types of PSA
channel estimation techniques for generic data transmission
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Fig. 11.

TU delay profile f
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= 200 Hz, guard tone = 8.

by examining their average BER performances for different
channel SNR and training pilot density. More importantly,
since the OFDM modulation is adopted in many broadband
multimedia transmission standards, such as DVB-T, it is particularly interesting to perform the comparison for multimedia
transmission when the proposed PT schemes are employed.
A. Comparison for Data Transmission
As explained in Section IV, the FFT-based channel estimation suffers from the leakage effect when the delay paths are
not separated by integer multiples of the sampling period. The
leakage effect, which causes severe performance degradation
in FFT-based schemes, cannot be eliminated by increasing the
channel SNR or the density of training pilots. The polynomialbased channel estimation does not have the leakage effect and
performs very well as long as the channel frequency response in
the approximation window changes smoothly. This can be ensured by choosing small approximation window and increasing
pilot density.
We first compare both channel estimation methods for data
transmission. The setup of the OFDM modulation is the same
is
as that in Section III-D. The pilot spacing
is chosen
chosen for the TU delay profile, and
for the HT delay profile. In the FFT-based method, the degree of
. According to the maximum
Lagrange interpolator is
delay spread and the total bandwidth, the parameter
is 5 for
the TU delay and is 15 for the HT delay. In the polynomial-based
.
method, the polynomial degrees are chosen as
Fig. 12(a) shows the analytical and simulated BER performance for both channel estimation schemes. The simulation
results are obtained by transmitting 24 000 OFDM blocks, and
the BER shown in the figure represents the average performance
of all subchannels. The analytical BER is evaluated by using
the channel estimation MSE derived in Sections III-B and IV-B
and the results in [29]. From the figure, we observe that the
FFT-based channel estimation has an error floor in all channel
conditions, due to the leakage effect. The polynomial-based
channel estimation achieves lower BER, although it also has

Fig. 12.

Comparison between FFT- and polynomial-based methods. (a) f
= 200 Hz.

200 Hz. (b) HT delay, f

=

the error floor in the TU-200 and HT-200 cases, due to the
model errors. In addition, the FFT-based method has slightly
better performance in the low-channel SNR region. This is
because that the FFT-based methods can remove the channel
noise by eliminating the high-frequency components when
performing IFFT-FFT filtering. In moderate and high SNR
regions, removing high-frequency components causes model
error since the energy of the channel frequency response spread
over all the frequency bins due to the leakage effect. Thus,
the polynomial-based method performs much better than the
FFT-based method in moderate and high SNR regions.
We also investigate the effects that the pilot density has on
these two channel estimation schemes in Fig. 12. It is important to point out that IFFT–FFT filtering is suitable for interpolating sinusoidal like functions, whereas polynomial interpolation is suitable for slow-varying functions. In some situations, the polynomial-based method needs more pilots than
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Fig. 13. Comparison of PT schemes in FFT- and polynomial-based channel estimation for image transmission. For HT, (I ; K ) = (2; 4), and TU(I ; K ) =
(4; 4). (a) Comparison between FFT- and polynomial-based methods in regular transmission. (b) Comparison between FFT- and polynomial-based methods with
the PT scheme in TU delay. (c) Comparison between FFT- and polynomial-based methods with the PT scheme in HT delay.

the FFT-based method to achieve good performance. For in,
stance, in the HT-200 channel with pilot spacing
the FFT-based method has better performance than the polynomial-based method. This is because the polynomial basis cannot
accurately model fast changing sinusoidal functions along different subchannels, as in the HT delay scenario, within a large
approximation window. In this case, the approximation window
size should be reduced.
In summary, the polynomial-based channel estimation outperforms the FFT-based channel estimation for data transmission in the realistic channel SNR region when pilot density is
large enough such that the channel frequency response within
an approximation window can be modeled as 2-D polynomial
functions.

(regular transmission) for the FFT-based and the
polynomial-based methods are compared in TU and HT delay
scenarios. Similar to the data transmission results, the polynomial-based method outperforms the FFT-based method in
moderate and high SNR regions. In Fig. 13(b) and (c), these
two channel estimation schemes are compared when the PT
is employed. When the channel SNR is from 12 to 19 dB, the
polynomial-based method is slightly worse than the FFT-based
method, since the latter method can remove noise more effectively. When the channel SNR is higher, the polynomial-based
method achieves better performance because the effects of the
polynomial model error are much less pronounced than the
leakage effect. In fact, these two channel estimation schemes
have close performance since the PT scheme compensates for
the imperfection of channel estimation.

B. Comparison for Multimedia Transmission
In this section, we study which channel estimation scheme
is better for multimedia transmission. In Fig. 13(a), the average PSNR of reconstructed images with Interleave 1 with

C. Complexity Comparison
The complexity of the two channel estimation algorithms are
compared in terms of the number of real additions and real mul-
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TABLE I
COMPLEXITY COMPARISON: FFT VERSUS POLYNOMIAL BASED
METHOD PER OFDM BLOCK

tiplications needed to perform channel estimation per OFDM
deblock. Let denote the number of subchannels, and
note the pilot spacing, and
and
be the window size of the interpolation,
are the Lagrange interpolator degree
where
and 2-D polynomial degree, respectively. Using these parameters, the complexity of both the algorithms are summarized in
is the power of two, the FFT operation
Table I. Assuming
real multiplications and
real
requires
additions [33]. The first term of the number of multiplication
in FFT-based method corresponds to the IFFT-FFT pair, the
second term corresponds to the Lagrange interpolation, and the
third term corresponds to the process of finding the temporal
estimate (8). Similarly, the first term in the number of addition
corresponds to the IFFT-FFT operation, and the second term
corresponds to the Lagrange interpolation. In complexity analysis for polynomial channel estimation, the terms
and
in (18) are assumed to be precomputed. The
first term in the number of multiplications corresponds to the
2-D interpolation (18), and the second term corresponds to
the process of finding temporal estimates. For instance, using
simulation parameters in TU-200 in the previous sections, the
FFT-based channel estimation requires 1240 multiplications
and 2380 adders per OFDM block, whereas the polynomial
method requires 1364 multiplications and 1005 adders per
OFDM block. Therefore, the complexity of both channel estimation algorithms is comparable.
The additional computational complexity for performing priority transmission is described as follows. The PT scheme only
requires matrix-matrix addition/multiplication to compute the
channel estimation MSE, the sorting algorithm, and the estimation of channel correlation matrix. The estimation of the correlation matrix can be done using direct averaging of the channel
frequency response products of the subchannels. This procedure
will be done at the very initial of the transmission and can be
continuously used afterward. It is important to notice that there
are several OFDM transmitter design techniques that perform
adaptive bit and power loading [32]. Typically, these methods
require the eigenvalue decomposition of the channel correlation
matrix, which may be infeasible when the number of OFDM
subchannels are large. We note also the adaptive bit and power
loading techniques also require the estimation of channel correlation matrix. Therefore, the PT scheme may be the method of
choice in transmitting multimedia data.
VI. CONCLUSION
We present a Priority Transmission scheme that improves the
performance of multimedia transmission by jointly considering
the effects of channel estimation and the properties of multimedia. Depending on how much decoding delay the system can
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afford, the PT scheme can outperform the transmission scheme
without considering channel estimation effect (i.e., Interleave
1 and Interleave 2) by more than 3 dB in the PSNR of reconstructed images. The gain obtained in the PT scheme comes
from the fact that more important data are transmitted in the
channels with less estimation error. This is implemented by rearranging the transmission order of multimedia according to the
channel estimation error. As a result, the larger the decoding
delay is, the higher flexibility exists in transmission reordering,
and better performance can be obtained.
The proposed method works well with different channel
estimation algorithms, namely, FFT- and polynomial-based
channel estimation, as discussed in the paper. We compare the
two types of channel estimation techniques and conclude that
the polynomial channel estimation provides lower BER than
the FFT-based channel estimation when the system cannot
apply the PT scheme. On the other hand, when the system can
apply the PT scheme, both FFT- and polynomial-based method
provide comparably good results.
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